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KOHSIP - A Dedicated Vlsl-Processor for Kohonen's Self-Organizing Map

Andreas fOrulG, Jochen REIMERS*, and Manfred GLESNER

Institute for Microelectronic Systems
Darmstadt U niversity of Technology

Karlstrasse 15, 64287 Darmstadt,Germany

Our work targets on the implementation of a versatile VLSI-lmplementation of Kohonen's self-
organizing feature map that shall serve as an accelerator or neural coprocessor to a standard
host computer. The processor consists of a full-custom ASIC with four parallel processing
units and a FPGA control unit. The complete prototype system is integrated on a PC-board.
Along with a set of evaluation and visualization tools the Kohonen processor will serve as fast
and flexible device for applications as image coding or data analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kohonen's self-organizing feature map (SOFM)l)
is an unsupervised neural network paradigm, devised ac-
cording to biological evidence observed in the brain cor-
tex, which offers interesting solutions for many applica-
tions, e.g. for exploratory data analysis and knowledge
extraction, visualization, process control, image coding,
and classification. In the majority of applications SOFM
is applied with a two-dimensional arrangement of neu-
rons in the processing layer. Finding the neuron most
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Fig.1 Two-dimensional feature map of size 5 x 4.

similar to the input stimulus and adapting the corres-
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ponding weight vector of this neuron and those of a time
dependent neighborhood are the elementary computa-
tion tasks for the SOFM-algorithm. Using Kohonen's
short-cut algorithm the nearest neighbor neuron At to
stimulus Xs is determined by:

Itrc - minllo(l@i - wii,) (1)
&=0

ln a following learning step adaptation takes place for all

neurons within a neighborhood Af according to:

*tr7* - *"jtf * o(r, ,)(*nn - *j'f) (z)

Input patterns are repeatedly presented while learnrate
a(t,r) and neighborhood width r(l) decrease with l.
The neighborhood function, that determines the number
of neurons to be adapted in the ordering phase, can be

modelled using for instance a Gaussian function, a linear
function, or a box function. In the conuergence phase

r(t) was diminished to zero and only winner neuron A/"

will be adapted. The time dependent decay function for
learnrate and neighborhood can also be chosen from a

variety of functions. The choice of these functions com-
prises a trade-ofF between obtainable quality of results
and allowable simplifications for implementation.

SOFM carries out a vector quantization of the
sample set along with a topology preserving mapping
from the l-dimensional sample vector space to the two-
dimensional map. The algorithm can be exploited by im-
plementation on conventional general-purpose hardware
but the inherent massive parallelism of the algorithm is

thus wasted. Especially the training phase of the SOFM
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consumes conslderable computation time. Code-
book generation in image coding may require the
training and adaptation of a map with 32 x 32

neuronsz). Also realistic examples of exploratory
data analyses and visualization require for instance
map sizes of 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 neurons3). There-
fore, for exploratory data analysis as well as for
real-time tasks, e.8., image coding, a dedicated
SOFM hardware implementation is of significant
interest.

2. KOHSIP-ARCHITECTURE

In this work a dedicated VlSl-processor was

developed for the Kohonen algorithm and a pro-
totype system with this ASIC was designed as a
neural coprocessor or accelerator for a standard
host computer (PC). A data path for the Koho-
nen algorithm was designed (s. Fig. 2) according
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Fig.2 Block diagram of KOHSIP-data path.

to eq. 1 and eq.2 using fixed-point arithmetic. Ac-

curacy requirements were determined by extensive

simulations in prior work2). The data path is de-

vised as a SUMAC-structure (Subtract-Multiply-
Accumulate), referring to the MAC-structure of
traditional signal processors. For that reason we

coined the processor KOHonen-Slgnal-Processor.
Four data paths are integrated in one KOHSIP-
ASIC (s. Fig. 3) exploiting the inherent paral-

Fig.3 Block diagram of the KOHSIP-ASIC with
four data paths.

lelism of the algorithm. The search process for
the winner neuron AI" corresponding to a stimulus
Xk takes place concurrently for four weight vec-

tors. Each data path carries out a local compar-

ison concurrently to distance computation deter-

mining the local winner neuron. Thus, only one

fina1 comparison for the global winner is required
after searching the whole map. The chip provides
parallel processing for different vectors but does

serial processing of vector components. The ASIC
can be cascaded for more demanding problems by
adding an additional level of external comparison
for, e.g. four chips. The KOHSIP-ASIC (s. Fig. 3)

will be manufactured in 0.8pm technology using a

full-custom approach with dedicated macro cells

of the German Telekom. A single data path com-
prises r 20000 transistors and the whole chip a

total of t 85.000 transistors consuming an area of
2.5mm2 per slice. The ASIC will be clocked with
70 MHz maximum, providing one ASIC with the
power to train a SOFM of, e.g. 64 x 64 neurons

for four-dimensional iris data with 15000 training
steps in ry 3 seconds. The design of the ASIC is

completed (s. Fig. 4) and manufacturing will take
place fall 1994. The KOHSIP-system is concur-

rently designed and a prototype is implemented as

PC-board based neural accelerator (s. Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6). We expect the prototype to run at 20
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MHz. The prototype was devised for flexibility al-
lowing the simulation of feature maps of arbitrary
sizes. A maximum of 512 vectors components and
2048 x2048 neurons are supported providing a flex-
ible allocation of available memory resources. The
neighborhood and decay functions are stored in
a LUT-memory of the controller. Thus arbitrary
function forms can be used for the training process.

Fig.4 Layout of one KOHSIP data path.

Fig.5 Block diagram of KOHSIP prototype
system.

The long term research goal is the integra-
tion of the neural accelerator unit KOHSIP with

a UNIX-PC under X-WINDOWS with a set of
analysis and visualization tools developed for ex-

ploratory data analysis and general pattern recog-

nition problems, €.8. finding structure in data or

selecting significant features for classification prob-
lems.

Fig.6 KOHSIP prototype system.
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